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1 Introduction

This paper introduces a digital dictionary va-
rieties of Serbian language   known in linguistics 
as the Prizrensko – Juznomoravski dialect.1 It 
is, in fact, part of the Shtokavian Prizrensko-
Timocki dialect of Serbian language prevalent 
in the southern regions of Serbia. The basis 
for the construction of a digital dictionary is 

the third edition of the Dictionary of south-
ern Serbian Dialect (Zlatanović, 2011). The 
author of the paper version of the dictionary 
has been working on that edition and collect-
ing of concepts and examples in the speech, for 
more than 10 years. Words that are found in 
the dictionary the author   collected by himself 
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mostly working in the field and can be said to 
be in daily use in locations of:  Vranje, Poljani-
ca, Pčinja, Preševska Moravica, Preševska Crna 
Gora, Grdelička klisura, Vlasina, Crna Trava and 
some others. Geographically, it is the territory of 
the whole of Pčinja and a part of Toplica region. 
The dictionary also includes certain words taken 
from the “Travelogue of Hadži-Anta Kalimanac” 
(Hadži-Vasiljević, 1910)  for which it was stated 
that it had been written based on “the right and 
faithful speech of Vranje”.  The author has noted 
down some of the entries thanks to the inter-
nal notes of professor of Russian language in 
high school “Bora Stanković” in Vranje, Tihomir 

Stefanović. They carry an additional label (T. S.) 
in the dictionary. 

Unlike the Serbian literary language, the dia-
lect of southern Serbia contains 32 sounds (pho-
nemes). Letters to two additional sounds are 
choices of the author. One is a “soft voice” that 
originated from the Old Church Slavonic and it is 
tagged by (grapheme) Ь. The second is the digraph 
dz which has the grapheme д̑з in this dictionary. 
In a speech in southern Serbia certain words of 
foreign origin are also used. By searching through 
this dictionary it can be easily found that there 
are many words, primarily of Turkish origin, but 
also of Latin, German, Greek, Sanskrit etc. 

2 digital resources and tools for the study of dialects

Serbian language is based on Shtokavian di-
asystem (language system is derived based 
on the characteristics of a language in macro 
space) of Ekavian and Jekavian dialects (Oku-
ka, 2008). Dialect is a language system that 
has a high degree of similarity with diasystem 
of one geographical area, and on the other 
hand has a system of its own characteristics 
that differentiate it from other dialects of the 
same language. A dialect may be constituted 
of subdialects in some micro space and of mini 
dialects (local speech). Each dialect is charac-
terized by geographical area in which it is used 
and by linguistic features (phonological, mor-
phological, lexical and syntactic).

As one of the dialects of Serbian language, 
the Prizrensko-Timocki dialect is used on the 
territory which to the Southwest has borders 
with Albania, to the south with Macedonia, 
to the east with Bulgaria, and to the north ex-
tending to Stalać. It is, because of internal dif-
ferences (Ivić, 1985), divided into sub dialects: 
Prizrensko-Juznomoravski, Timocko-Luznicki 
and Svrljisko-Zaplanjski.

With the development of computer science, 
the study of dialects received a significant 
boost in the form of software tools and digital 
resources used. In addition to the development 
of digital dictionaries of dialects (Karanikolas 
et al., 2013; Keymeulen et al., 2013; Ćavar et 

al., 2000), it is showcased through the digiti-
zation of manuscripts vocabularies (Benac-
chio et al., 2012), the development of tools 
for the management of dialectal dictionaries 
(Pereira and Gillier, 2012) and the software 
for data visualization and linguistic dialec-
tal maps - atlases (Sibler et al., 2012; Petsas, 
2009). Modern geographical information sys-
tems (GIS) provide sophisticated and efficient 
spatial data analysis. However, for a long time, 
a field of linguistics was not the focus of re-
search geographers. When linguists had begun 
to use GIS technology in the development of 
linguistic atlases, there has been an expansion 
of the branch of science that deals with the 
analysis of the geographical distribution and 
structure of language - geolinguistics. Analysis 
of geographical information, relevant for lin-
guistic research, is related to the analysis and 
manipulation of spatial data, spatial statistical 
analysis and spatial modelling (O’Sullivan and 
Unwin, 2010). 

The aim of this paper is linking of online GIS 
tools with the digital dictionary of the Prizren-
sko-Juznomoravski dialect in order to display 
the geographical prevalence of dialects and in 
order to show the geographical location of use 
of  every word in the dictionary.
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3 The process of digitizing of the dictionary

The first step in the digitization of the Diction-
ary of the southern Serbian Dialect (Zlatanović, 
2011) is related to the preparations for the scan 
representing an iterative procedure to determine 
the optimal ratio of the output file size and quality 
of the resulting scan. In addition to the optimiza-
tion of the parameters, it is important to perform 
a high resolution professional scanning.  For this 
procedure FUJITSU Image Scanner fi-Series fi-
5220C with an optical resolution up to 600 dpi 
was used. A total of 550 scanned pages in TIFF 
format was made. There were 32 folders made 
according to starting letters of terms in the dic-
tionary and redistribution of files was performed.

Another important step was related to optical 
character recognition. For this purpose we used 
Abby FineReader 11 (Abby FineReader, 2011). This 
software for optical character recognition tech-
niques is based on machine learning. To ensure 
effective learning phase, we had to first identify 
the set of letters that will be used in the process of 
learning as well as in recognition. Abby FineReader 
11 provides recognition of 168 different natural 
languages (recognizing   both of the Serbian al-
phabets: Cyrillic, Latin), four artificial (such as 
Esperanto and Interlingua language) and seven 
formal languages   (C / C + +, Java, Pascal etc.). 
In the vocabulary there are alphabets: Cyrillic 
alphabet with accents (пади́нче - diminutive of 
a word падина (hillside),  надлића́ње - from the 
verb nadletati (fly above), џалдисá  - run away, 
run off, etc.),  words and phrases written in 
Turkish alphabet (Güzel - primp, perçem - tou-
pee, etc.) but also a number of words given in 
the Latin alphabet (usually these are the Latin 
names of plants and fungi, which are local names 
given by the dialect: ви́лино кли́нче - meadow 
mushroom Marasmius oreades). In addition to 
the languages which naturally use the Latin al-
phabet, in this dictionary there are certain words 
that come from Greek also written in Latin. For 
example: Gk. Faétōn - Exposed carriage on four 
wheels, Gk.  krommydi - onion etc. Also, there 
are two graphemes mentioned in the introduc-
tory section: soft voice (кла́дьнц - water source, 
бьбње́ње - reverberation, etc...) and digraph dz 
(д̑зь́вни - echoes, изд̑зьмбати - to eat greedily 

etc.). It may be noted that all three alphabets con-
tain diacritics. Based on the analysis of the use of 
letters in the dictionary, in the phase preceding 
the learning phase, simultaneously are activated 
the following alphabets: Serbian Cyrillic, Serbian 
Latin and Turkish. Given that the basic character 
set of the Cyrillic alphabet has no diacritics, ac-
cented characters are introduced in two ways: 
by expanding Serbian Cyrillic set for Á É Ó Ô á é 
ó ô у́ and creating templates (patterns) for let-
ters и́ р́ ь́ and their corresponding Normal, Bold 
and Italics combination of uppercase and lower-
case accented letters. At the end of the process 
a template sign for the digraph д̑з with reverse 
brevis has been created, which in the dialect of 
Vranje is the same as the letter s in the Macedo-
nian language.

After the definition of a set of characters for 
learning, one could access the learning process. 
This stage is necessary to ensure a high level of 
recognition accuracy by observing the specifics 
of typography. It is known that the printing press 
brings some degree of distortion of characters so 
that they are never identical to their digital matri-
ces. In the process of learning incorrect character 
recognition cases are recognized and eliminated. 
The process is iterative and the user is to decide 
on a sufficient number of iterations, as well about 
a learning character set. For the purpose of this 
project we have selected one page for each side 
of the first letter, and so formed a learning set 
containing a total of 32 pages.

In the next phase, i.e. in the optical text rec-
ognition phase, a single text document in Word 
format from a set of 550 tiff documents has been 
derived, where each document corresponds to a 
glossary. The accuracy of the recognized text is 
significantly improved compared to the results 
that we received prior to learning. However, two 
main groups of problems arising from the recog-
nition process needed to be solved. For the first 
group of problems it had not been possible to be 
eliminated by the automatic procedure of error 
recognition, but the second group had been possi-
ble to be recognized automatically, and therefore 
removed. The first group of problems includes 
errors caused by: 
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1. Occurrence of excess (non-existent) 
characters caused by dirt on the scanned 
document. In Figure 1, an example marked 
by number 1 refers to this type of problem. 
The sign “backslash” \ appeared due to the 
existence of a stain in the original document. 
(It should be noted that this source of errors 
can be reduced by using cleaning techniques 
on tiff documents using some of the filters 
to remove noise: Reduce Noise, Median and 
Gaussian Blur in Adobe Photoshop.) 

2. Incorrectly recognized letters, punctuation, 
and incorrect or unrecognized accentuation. In 
Figure 1, an example designated by reference 
numeral 2 refers to this type of problem. The 
term кајсиче was not recognized as accented. 
In the original document stands кајси́че. 

3. Unsuccessful detection of the end of a 
paragraph (each entry must be in a new 
paragraph). In Figure 1, an example designated 
by reference numeral 3 refers to this type of 
problems, but also an example marked by 
reference numeral 2, points to the same error.

Sources of errors of the first group of problems 
are not uniform, not predictable and do not have 
a consistent logic of appearance. For this reason, 
they have been removed by hand.  The second 
group of problems are:

1. Problem of  hyphenation at the end of the 
line that have to be removed (In Figure 2, 
examples marked by number 1 are related to 
this type of problem, while the one marked 
by number 2 is not in this class).

2. Identifying  numbers instead of letters, and 
vice versa (e.g. number 3 can be recognized 

instead of  the letter З or the number 0 instead 
of the letter O).

3. Inadequate recognition of characters which 
are written in the same or similar in Cyrillic 
and Latin. Since the terms in the dictionary 
are written in Cyrillic, it is necessary that 
they should be recognized as Cyrillic. But, in 
examples that explain etymological origin of a 
term and are written in the original alphabet 
as in the case of Latin names, names in foreign 
languages (French, Turkish, etc.) it is necessary 
for text to be recognized in Latin.

The instances of inadequate recognition:

 • Latin k and Cyrillic к,

 • Latin u and Cyrillic  italics и (и),

 • Latin y and Cyrillic y,

 • Latin italics m (m) and Cyrillic italics т (т), etc.

 • For example, the correct recognition has to 
give:

 • word доли́на, and not a word долúна,

 • word Oтидe (Oтидe), and not a word Omuдe 
(Omuдe),

 • word дувáн, and not a word дyвáн ,

 • herb “мајчина душица“ Thumus serpyllum L  
– the Latin name should be written in Latin, 
and a letter у should not  be recognized as a 
Cyrillic character.

Need for simultaneous translating of Latin and 
Cyrillic letters and their italics typographical rep-
resentations cause a large number of incorrect 
recognition of characters of the same or similar 
form. However, in the case of vocabulary, high 
frequency of use of both letters did not allow the 

Figure 1. The unpredictable sources of errors in the optical character recognition; left part 
shows the original tiff document to be recognized, and on the right is the text produced by 
recognizing process.
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option of exclusion of any of them. This prob-
lem of the inability of even the visual inspec-
tion of application of different letters with-
in a single word (e.g. in a Cyrillic word дувáн 
there is no way to visually determine whether 
у is a Latin letter Y) threatened to undermine 
the searching of the dictionary. If we would 
search for the word дуван in Cyrillic, and if it 
is in database, inscribed with the Latin alpha-
bet Y, searches would not give results. The prob-
lem can be solved by the method of two-way 
transliteration.

For each word word in observed text text it is 
assumed that it is in Cyrillic. In the first step 
using the method transliterateCtoL(word) of the 
given word   the same word written in Latin al-
phabet and appointed with  wordTrans is gener-
ated. In the second step, taking the new word 
wordTrans and using the opposite translitera-
tion method transliterateLtoC (wordTrans),   a 
word wordTransBack written in Cyrillic alpha-
bet is generated. In the final step, we compare 
two words - word and wordTransBack, and if they 
are not equal, the word word in the text text is 
marked defective, i.e. marked yellow. The algo-
rithm of bidirectional transliteration is given in 
pseudocode below. Table 1 shows examples of 
words for which it is presumed they are given 
in Cyrillic alphabet (first column), then they 
are converted by method transliterateLtoC to 
the Latin alphabet (second column), and then 
converted by method transliterateLtoC to their 
Cyrillic representations. In the cases of incor-
rectly written initial word (in first column), the 
contents of the first and third columns are not 
identical.

Algorithm 1: method of two-way transliteration
Input: The text of n unlabelled words for which 

it is desired to determine if it contains  some words 
written by combination of the letters written in Cy-
rillic and Latin letters 

Output: The text of n words, where there are m 
<= n labelled words that are written in  a combina-
tion of Cyrillic and Latin letters
1. for each (string word in text)
2.   string wordTrans=Empty;
3.   string wordTransBack=Empty;
4.   Boolean wordOK=true;
5.  // first transliteration step

6.   wordTrans= transliterateCtoL(word);
7. // second transliteration step – transliterate 

back
8. wordTransBack = 

transliterateLtoC(wordTrans);
9.   // if wordTransBack not equal to word, find 

mismatches
10.   if (word != wordTransBack){
11.     wordOK=false;
12.     Highlight(word, Color.Yellow);}
13. return text;     

word wordTrans wordTransBack
долúна dolúna долу́на
дyвáн dyván д?вáн
hуmus
serpyllum

х?мус
серп?ллум

h?mus serp?llum

Table1. Examples of detection of incorrect 
identification of Cyrillic and Latin letters, 
using the method of two-way transliteration

Figure 2: The problem of the existence of hyphenation at the end of the line; left part 
shows the original tiff document that has to be recognized, and on the right is the text 
produced by the recognizing process.
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By the method of a two-way transliteration error 
recognition concerning Cyrillic and Latin letters 
is performed. A similar algorithm was designed 
for debugging recognition of digits as letters and 
vice versa, while the algorithm of recognizing 
words that were divided into syllables is based 
on the use of regular expressions in a form of .-\
(S)*  which can detect all instances of horizontal 
dashes “-” after any  character. All three algo-
rithms were implemented as a macro in MS Word. 
Figure 3 shows the appearance of the ribbon (part 
of the desktop MS Word that includes the icons 
of commonly used 
tools and options 
logically grouped 
on the basis of tasks 
of similar purpos-
es) that is created 
for the work on the 
dictionary. Function 
MarkiranjeSumnjivi-
hZnakova contains 
all three of the de-
tection algorithms. 
The results of this 
macro-routine are 
shown in Figure 3 
and are reflected in 
the different color-
ed parts of the text. 
Green (number 1) mark  the appearance of hy-
phenation, pink (labeled No. 2) indicates prob-
lems of recognizing digits and yellow problems 
of recognition of Cyrillic and Latin (numbered 

3). Macro Autokorekcija automatically corrects 
all characters previously labelled by a macro 
MarkiranjeSumnjivihZnakova. Also there is a macro 
that removes all of the previously set labels in 
the text (in Figure 3 denoted by ResetMarkiranja). 
It should be noted that the appearance of nor-
mal and italic styles in a single word, if they are 
in the same alphabet are not considered faulty. 
The words in Figure 3 which are the combination 
of normal and italic styles in a single word but 
are cases of correct recognition are: меýнчики, 
Врање, велике, мизики, etc.

Figure 3. Macro-routines in MS Word 
for automatic detection and correction of 
problems concerning  hyphenation at the 
end of the line and the two classes of errors 
in text recognition

4 building a database of dictionaries

The database used in the implementation of 
the dictionary is a Microsoft SQL Server 2005. 
Preparing the loading of the base was carried 
out in two phases. In the first stage there is a 
text document, obtained by the process of op-
tical character recognition, transformed into 
a CSV (comma-separated values) format which 
was used for creating database Recnik.mdb in 
Microsoft Access 2010. The reason of two phas-
es of filling is based on the need for modelling 
and generating additional group of data in the 

dictionary, as well as for the extraction of cer-
tain types of data needed in generating of data 
tables of codes. For the purposes of the appli-
cation you need the following data tables of 
codes: Slovarnik, EtimološkoPoreklo, Geografska-
Lokacija, RodReči. The role of codes in the appli-
cation is to simplify the search function (they 
are used as data sources of drop-down list in 
the search forms) by methods of filtering da-
tabase based on: first letter, the etymological 
origin of the word, geographical location of use 
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of the term and the concept of related words. 
For example, if you want to make a query to 
find all the words in the dictionary whose et-
ymological origin is French, you have the op-
tion of selecting a filter from the list of all 
geographical locations used in the dictionary 
which gives the information that you wanted. 
Generating of data tables of codes can be done 
in two ways. The first method makes the appli-
cation faster, but less flexible and is created by 
the extraction of data for each class of codes 
from the dictionary and their insertion in data 
tables. In the example above, the data table 
that contains data about etymological origin 
of words (EtimološkoPoreklo) would have data: 
Albanian, Arabic, Greek, French, English, etc. For 
each term which is added to the dictionary af-
ter creation of data tables of codes, for which 
there would be no corresponding data in some 
of the data tables of codes, there would have 
to be additional procedures to insert such kind 
of data. The second method is more flexible, 
but the system of inserting of the new terms 
into the dictionary is slower. In the realization 
of this vocabulary, we opted for the second 
way. Instead of a fixed data tables of codes, 
we just defined query phrases for creating 
all needed data tables of codes and for stor-
ing them in the internal memory (so-called “in 
Memory” data tables) when the application is 
activated. Created data tables are cached and 
remain unchanged in the application cache un-
til the need for introducing of new information 
(e.g. a new datum of etymological origin)   in 
one of the data table, when it is deleted from 
the cache and a new one is created. In the op-
tion we considered first, there is the problem 
of data redundancy, and in the other one, ap-
plication occupies memory of the web-server 
to a higher degree.

In the second phase of the database filling, 
the database Recnik.mdb was exported into the 
production database MS SQL Server. After com-
pletion of the second phase, further operations 
on the database relate to the toughest part of 
this project: generating links to connect the da-
tabase records to external files with audio con-
tent (subsection 3.2).

4.1 metadata vocabulary
During the first phase of modelling of data-

base, the dictionary was described by the fol-
lowing metadata:

 • Term - a word or phrase in the dialect, 
written with an accent

 • Description - a description of the meaning 
of the term which can include other 
information: part of speech,  grammatical 
number, information about the derivation 
and inflection

 • Gender- grammatical gender  of the term 

 • Example - examples of the use of the term 
in the dialect speech

 • Origin - the etymological origin of the term

 • Location - the geographical location where 
the author noted an example use of the 
term

 • Indication of cross-referencing

 • Cross-reference (relationships among terms 
of the same or similar meaning.)

After completion of the second phase of the 
loading of the base, the dictionary has received 
six additional types of data:

 • The term written in Cyrillic without accents (for 
the case when a user does not use diacritics 
in the formation of the query and does 
not use “soft voice” but the letter a as a 
substitution.)

 • The term written in Latin letters without accents 
(used for generating the name of audio 
files and also used for search by a user 
request given in Latin alphabet. It has been 
obtained by using automatic transliteration 
of a term given in Cyrillic alphabet without 
accents into the term in Latin alphabet with 
no accent.)

 • Name of the audio file with the purpose of  
generating an external link to a suitable 
audio track

 • The status of the term in the dictionary

 • Username of the author who inserted the 
term  in the dictionary

 • Date of registration of the term in the 
dictionary.
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 A program for generating the content of 
added types of data has been written: The term 
written in Cyrillic alphabet without accents 
(data column named PojamCir), the term writ-
ten in Latin alphabet without accent (data col-
umn named PojamLat) and name the audio files 
(data column named Audio) are generated using 
the data in the data column named Pojam rep-
resenting the term written in Cyrillic alphabet 
with accents. The other three fields are initially 
populated with the appropriate values. Figure 4 
presents the look of the first 10 entries of the 
data table Dictionary, after the end of the pro-
cess of filling the database.

Figure 4. Data table Dictionary after 
populating the database

4.2 Generating audio recordings
Multimedia record is most commonly associat-

ed with the database by entering data on the rel-
ative or absolute URI address of the location of 
the server (or, in general, of the network) where 
such record is located. In data 
table Dictionary (Figure 4), 
data column named Audio 
presents data related to the 
relative paths or the names 
of multimedia files. Since the 
software for playing audio, 
Adobe Shockwave Player (Ado-
be, 2008), in its version of the 
plugin to web browser does 
not have support for Unicode, 
content of data column Audio 
cannot contain specific letters 
of the Latin alphabet with diacritics. The names 
of audio files are equal to corresponding items 
of data column Audio. For example, audio-file 
named abadzija.mp3 that contains pronuncia-
tion of the term and examples of using of the 

word абаџи́ја have got the name according 
the value of abadzija contained in data column 
Audio.

For the purposes of this vocabulary   audio 
file sized about 30 GB has been recorded, con-
taining pronunciation of each term and with 
the correct pronunciation of the accompanying 
examples. Recording was entrusted to the the-
atre   in Vranje, with the professor Zlatanović 
as a consultant.  Audacity 2.0.2-A Free Digital 
Audio Editor software was used for this proce-
dure. Work on the processing of audio record-
ings comprised computer correction (clearing 
of noise, change of tonal parameters) and seg-

menting of au-
dio tracks and 
storing them 
into different 
audio files. We 
have controlled 
storage of au-
dio recordings, 
using an auxil-

iary MS Excel document that pointed to errors 
in naming of audio files or in cases when an 
audio file for some reason was missing. Figure 
5 shows the controlling form for validation of 
naming audio-recording and content of data 
column Audio which represents file names of 
audio-recordings.

Figure 5. Control of naming of 
audio-recordings
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5 building of the  application

Web application for the vocabulary manage-
ment can be found at www.vranje.co.rs web ad-
dress. The basic functionalities of an applica-
tion are:

 • Basic search (search by a term),

 • Semantic search,

 • Search by creating of complex logical 
queries,

 • Listing of terms by first letter,

 • Pronunciation of terms and examples of 
use of terms,

 • Marking of search results on a 
geographical map,

 • Statistical information about the 
dictionary.

Figure 6 presents the form of a basic search, the 
search results in text and graphical form. Basic 
search includes the possibility that the user types 
a word, a part of a word or phrase. He can spec-
ify whether the search will be carried out for the 
terms in dictionary which: start with typed word, 
contain typed word or equal to a typed word. 
Search results provide information on the number 
of terms found in the dictionary that satisfy   the 
given condition. Information written below are de-
tails about each of the found terms. If a term con-
tains information about the geographical location 
of the use of the term (which means that the au-
thor has observed the use of the term on specif-
ic geographical location), then that information 
transforms into software link to the point at geo-
graphical map so that it is possible to click to view 
a section of geographical map with marked the lo-
cation. It is known that Google Geocoding web ser-
vice is a tool for finding geographical coordinates 
(latitude and longitude) from other geographical 
data, such as place names, street addresses, or zip 
codes. When software finds the corresponding ge-
ographical coordinates of the geographical loca-
tions that have been shown (as shown in Figure 6 
those are Биљача and Врањска Бања), he sends 
them to another web-service - Google Maps. Google 
Maps is a tool that uses digital maps and based on 
the given coordinates can mark the desired point 

and display it in a given shape on the geographi-
cal map.

FIGure 6. Results of a basic search 

By implementing the techniques of research 
and extraction of text that rely on regular ex-
pressions, we created phrases for search that 
can perform vocabulary search based on se-
mantic concepts. For example it can be re-
quired to find all examples of figurative speech, 
homonyms, place names etc. Figure 7 shows 
the different possibilities of semantic search 
through vocabulary. The current version of 
the application offers 11 groups of semantic 
search, and the picture shows the first set of 
results based on a given query: Verbs = aorist.

Figure 7. Semantic searching through the 
dictionary
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Web users have the possibility to optimize the 
dictionary in any of the following three ways; by 
adding new terms into it; by expanding the vo-
cabulary supplying it with additional examples 
of use and application; by making comments 
(making observations, highlighting certain as-
pects of meaning, showing new words and ad-
ditional etymological characteristics). Access 
control is performed by restricting access and 
use to user groups and according to authorship 
(via user name). 

User groups defined by this application are: 
• anonymous Web users - have the ability to 

search 
• authorized Web users - have the rights to add 

new terms into dictionary and make changes on 
terms which they already have added. Concepts 
that they have added have status "proposed". 

• lexicographers - have rights to add new 
terms in dictionary, update and delete  any 
terms. Also they can change the status of any 
of concepts from the "proposed" to "active" val-
ue, after which authorized users can not change 
such a term any more. 

• administrators - manage system parameters 
and user groups.  

In developing web applications we used the 
following software resources: relational da-
tabase MS SQL Server 2005, ASP.NET Frame-
work 4.0, C #, jQuery 1.8.9, AJAX, Twitter Boot-
strap Framework 2.0.2., The Google Geocoding 
API, Google Maps API in .2, Social Plugins for 

Facebook, G+, Twitter, Digg, ShareThis Plugins, 
CSS3. 

Web application includes the implemen-
tation of Web Services connecting to the cur-
rently most important social networks such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn and Digg. 
It can be said that this is the first digital dic-
tionary in Serbian language whose words and 
expressions you can exchange and share with 
friends on social networks and via email.  Figure 
8 showcases the implementation of a ShareThis 
service which is used for automatic providing of 
the term and its meaning if you want to share it 
online or by e-mail (in this case it is the phrase 
аль́ш-верь́ш).

Figure 8. Sharing of vocabulary through 
social networks and email

6 Help in the study of characteristics of  the prizrensko-
Juznomoravski dialect

The Digital Dictionary developed in this pro-
ject is one of the sources for the study of na-
ture of the dialect of Southern Serbia. Here we 
will mention a few specifics that can be reached 
by using different types of searching through 
vocabulary.

a) sequence of tenses by changing of accents
In the dialect, as opposed to the literary 
language, it is possible to build Past tens-
es without using auxiliary verbs, but chang-
ing verbs accents. It should be noted that 

without the accent, it is not possible to de-
termine the tense of the action because the 
sentences are identical. For instance: a sen-
tence in the dialect “Збори́ му, збори́, али 
он ништо не при́фати.” (збори́ – imperfect 
of a verb speak, при́фати - aorist of a verb 
accept) is equivalent to the sentence in lit-
erary Serbian in Past tense “Говорио сам 
му, говорио, али он ништа није прихватио.” 
(I had advised him, but he did not accept). 
But, the same sentence with different ac-
cents “Збо́ри му, збо́ри, али он ништо не 
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прифа́ти.” is equivalent to a sentence in lit-
erary language in Present tense “Говорим 
му, говорим, али он ништа не прихвата.” (I 
advise him, but he does not accept). The sec-
ond example is a sentence in the dialect “На 
моти́нке наређа́мо веша́љке и суши́мо за 
зиму.” equivalent to a sentence in literary 
Serbian in Past tense “На мотке за сушење 
меса смо наређали каишеве меса и сушили 
смо их за зиму.” (At the poles for drying of 
meat, we had piled belts of meat up and 
dried them for the winter). The same sen-
tence in Present tense in the dialect is “На 
моти́нке наре́ђамо веша́љке и су́шимо за 
зиму”, and in literary language is “На мотке 
за сушење меса наређамо каишеве меса и 
сушимо их за зиму.” (At the poles for dry-
ing meat, we pile up meat belts and dry 
them for the winter).

b) verb anaphora – (оноду́јем, пооноду́јем, 
прионоду́јем, заоноду́јем, заоно́дим) 
Verb, which is a replacement for each other 
verb only if they are in the same sentence, 
or if it is situated in the sentence after the 
one that contains the verb to which it re-
lates. It can also be a substitute for any 
verb which is a topic shared between two 
interlocutors.

 • An example of  using of verb anaphora 
оноде́ја in the sentence after the one in 
which the verb is in relation to the verb 
Решава́ја: 

in the dialect - Решава́ја зада́ци цел дан 
ње́кња. Сви ги сам оноде́ја. 

in literary language - Пре неки дан, 
решавао је задатке целог дана. Све их је 
сам решио. (A few days ago, he worked on 
the math tasks all day long. He had solved 
them all by himself.)

 • Example of use in a speech when 
respondents know about the action  (verb).

in the dialect –„Пооно́ди гу још ма́лко 
ба́шчу.”

The meaning of this sentence can be dif-
ferent, depending on what the recipient 
of the information had been previously 

working in the garden. The source of the 
sentence suggests that this work should be 
continued for a while. For example, it may 
be:
„Заливај још мало башту.”  (Just keep wa-
tering a garden for a while) or
„Окопавај још мало башту.” (Dig a garden 
for a bit longer!) or
„Огради још мало башту.” (Build а garden 
fence some more!) etc.

c) Four degrees of comparison of adjectives
Apart from the basic three degrees, there 
is a fourth, which is located below the se-
mantic positives, i.e. carries less expressive-
ness than the basic. For example, a scarf 
can be шаре́на - multicolored (positive), 
по́шарена (comparative), на́јшарена (su-
perlative), but it can be пришаре́на - what 
is understood to be less than colorful. Sim-
ilarly with the most descriptive adjectives, 
for example - beautiful: 
приу́бав or  приубави́чав - which means to 
be less than  beautiful, 
у́бав (beautiful), 
по́убав (more beautiful), 
на́јубав (the most beautiful). 
There are other examples of described 
degree of comparison of adjectives: 
приљу́т, прима́л, прила́дан, примале́чак, 
приси́тан, прискр́́жав, прира́нке, 
прикисели́чав.

d) Gradation of  imperfective verbs
In Serbian literary language there are per-
fective verbs that are related to changing of 
states. They are formed by using of prefixes 
“про” or “при”: прогледао (became able 
to see), пропевао (became able to sing), 
приговорио (complained). In the dialect 
of southern Serbia, there is a possibility 
of using the same prefixes in another way 
- to mean imperfective action with a small 
intensity:
те́пам несвр. тучем (imperfective - beating 
a someone)
протепýјем несвр. тучем (imperfective - 
beating  someone in a small intensity)
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ле́ти несвр. лети (imperfective - flying)
проли́ћа несвр. лети (imperfective – last-
ing/appearing  in a small intensity, usually 
for a snow or rain)
ту́рам несвр. стављам (imperfective - adding)
притуру́јем несвр. стављам, додајем 
(помало) (imperfective – adding bit by bit)

e) A larger number of consonants in conti-
nuity in a word
д̑зрд̑зóљак – man of small stature and thin
д̑зрд̑зóљче (pl. д̑зрд̑зóљчики) – small and 
skinny child
Д̑зр́д̑зинци – a family name in a village 
Bujkovac
Д̑зр́д̑зцке – a name of a field in a village 
Dubnica
изд̑зьмбати – eat greedily

Tools for the analysis of the vocabulary which 
are available to users differ depending on their 
privileges in the application. Unregistered user 
can use the advanced search section to get some 
statistics. For example, if a user wants to know 
how many words in the dictionary comes from a 
foreign language he can make query over meta-
data Порекло that applies the operation “con-
tains” to one of the following values obtained 
by extraction from the dictionary (алб., ар., 
грч.,.) which means: Albanian, Arabian, Greek, 
etc. For example, if the selected value is „нем.” 
(German) the query will be:

Порекло садржи: нем.

A query can be in a complex form of the logi-
cal AND expression. For example, if you would 
like to know how many words in the dictionary 

is feminine (ж) and also have German etymo-
logical origin (нем.), the query would be:

Порекло садржи: нем. Род једнако: ж

The obtained results are presented numeri-
cally and show the number of found words as 
well as a list of those words.

Query that can give all the adjectives that 
have the prefix, which we described in item c) 
of this section is:

Појам садржи: при Опис садржи: -а, -о

Those users who have privileges of lexicogra-
pher can browse log-files from which they can 
obtain concepts or groups of concepts that Web 
users are typically looking for. A set of records 
in log-files is provided in the form of:

datum:19/07/2013 vreme:16:17 појам: ћукавац
datum:19/07/2013 vreme:16:17 појам: ујче
datum:19/07/2013 vreme:16:18 izvor: Proverbs
datum:19/07/2013 vreme:16:19 izvor: паламар

From the log-files data structure analysis of 
frequency and types of searches over the vocab-
ulary can be performed. 

For all users statistic data on the number 
of personal names in the dictionary are avail-
able, the number of words of which  the sources 
are folk songs, the number of words of which  
the sources are proverbs, the number of words 
which originate from the puzzles, the number 
of terms that represent figurative language use 
and so on. Also the geographical Google map is 
available, with the highlighted area in which the 
dialect of southern Serbia is used.

7. conclusion

The primary goals of the Web application that 
was described in Section 5 are:

 • building of significant digital resource of 
the dialect of southern Serbia, accessible to 
all internet users in a new and inventive way

 • stimulating of the Internet community in 
the process of accruing, augmenting and 
preserving the dialect of southern Serbia

 • creating of digital recordings of a speech in 

the dialect

 • integrating vocabulary with geolocation 
resources (Geocoding API, Google Maps 
API v.2)

 • integrating of vocabulary with social 
networks

 • availing content sharing of vocabulary 
electronically

 • inspiring digitization of dictionaries 
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of other dialects: “Нишлијски говор и 
речник”, ”Црнотравски говор”, ”Речник 
пиротског говора”, ”Народни говор и речи 
из власотиначког краја” (dialects of Niš, 
Crna Trava, Pirot, Vlasotince).

The application has been designed and im-
plemented fully so that it is possible to expand 

the existing online dictionary and to add new 
vocabularies thereby expanding digital data-
base of Serbian dialects. Further work on this 
dictionary will develop along   two lines: to in-
crease the number of terms, examples and 
sound files, and to enhance the functionality 
of existing application and develop it for smart-
phones and tablets.
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